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   IN THIS WARRIOR UPDATE

You will find some exciting news and dates to save. We also have some opportunities and a Crafted Prayer for you to pray with us as we cover this prayer focus.
Congratulations Sharon Rudolph
TWC Training Days 2019
Volunteer Opportunity/Intel Admin.
Warrior Ambassadors (update on our Intel Focuses)
Crafted Prayer - Limitless Possibilities 


Congratulations to 
Sharon Rudolph! 

   
Many of you met Sharon in Anaheim. She took off her sunglasses and reminded us how important it is to be brave and be seen. She walks alongside our coaches and joyfully pours into their training and growth. 

In our conversations she dreams of what is possible in TWC and is expectant for what is to come. In one of them, she celebrated all God is doing in The Warrior Class and shared that, in her experience, this is one of the few places she sees learning what it is to "do Kingdom together." This perspective makes her passionate to see TWC, and each warrior in it, to behold Him and become all we are meant to be. 

Sharon brings heart and passion. She has an inner healing and training background. She understands the value of process and brings the power of an overcomer in her life to us. She embraces process, knowing each challenge she faces means she can become closer to God's heart.  If you haven't met her yet, connect with her on one of her calls and catch her joy!

We want to celebrate her new role 
in The Warrior Class as the 
Director of Training. 

Even though is has just accepted the invitation to step into this role officially, she has lived it out for much of the past year.  We are so excited for all God is bringing through Sharon. Join us as we celebrate with her! 
 
  
 
 
Our Annual TWC
TRAINING DAYS
comes to Dallas/Ft. Worth area! 
 
SAVE THE DATE!!!
When?  May 2-4, 2019
Where? Frisco, TX

   
We are excited to announce our annual Training Days comes to Frisco, TX (DFW area)! 

The event runs from Thursday-Saturday and will be held at a local church. 

If you have not experienced a Training Day, you are in for a special treat. It's a time when we can all get together face to face, train, celebrate, LAUGH and connect.

Over the next few months, we will share more about this special event. But we want to give you plenty of time to connect with your fellow warriors to share expenses and find the best airfare and lodging for you.

Guests: YES! You are welcome to bring guests. We will give you more information once we know how many the venue can hold, but you will be welcome to bring at least one guest...maybe more.

Airports: You can fly into DFW airport or Love Field. Both are about the same distance from the venue.  

Travel around town: You can get Supershuttle, Taxi or Uber from the airport, but you will probably want to have access to a car. Start talking with your Warrior Buddies and making plans to ride share.  

Hotels: There are numerous hotels in the area within a 5-15 minute drive of the meeting location, near the intersection of 423 and Main Street, Frisco.

Restaurants: You can find just about any type of food you have a craving for in nearby restaurants.  All are a short drive from the meeting location. 

We look forward to seeing you! There is nothing quite like a Training Day...and we can't wait to see what God will do!
   
 
Volunteer Opportunity
for an Intel Administrator! 
 
Intel is an exciting area! God has such a great invitation to explore and go beyond into the new territory that we are all discovering. We are seeing lives changed and impacting more than we know through our Intel process. 
 
With this expansion, we are looking for volunteers with Adminstrative gift to help out.

If you are interested, contact us quickly.  You would work with Karleigh Wood and the Intel Lead Coaches to undergird the Intel process. Your creative ideas and organizational skills are a huge help! A working knowledge of Constant Contact is helpful, but not required.

For more information, please contact Karleigh Wood at Karleigh.Wood.twc@gmail.com to find out how you could pour into this amazing process.
   

Warrior Ambassadors
 
by Karleigh Wood
Director of Intel
    
 
This is such an exciting time in Intel for TWC! This year the Lord has opened up opportunities for us to provide Intel to other Kingdom ministries. It has offered us a neat place of expansion in our prophetic intercession unlike any I have seen yet in our community! We are continuing to discover what this looks like and how we can translate what we bring to the Kingdom for others.
 
Recently, Christine and I met with the recipients of our first prayer focus and it was so neat to hear their feedback! We have also heard from the second recipient and what they said was very similar. 
 
They were both blown away and so very appreciative of all the hours of prayer poured into them! They referred to it as such a gift of great value from God's heart. They were amazed by the amount of detailed prophetic insight. They said it was very confirming, encouraging, accurate, refreshing and timely. It is like an anchor for them to continue to go back to. It captured so well who they are and who they are becoming.
 
We are finding it is very multi-layered, so they are still taking it all in and going before the Lord. It has opened up a process for them to enter into with the Lord which excited them and us. 
 
It was very practical and easy to understand. It created new connections and provided them with a heavenly blueprint and grid for them AND their community which was very appreciated! It gave them freedom to explore and ushered in things the Lord desired to give them.
 
Read more...
 
Warrior Declaration for the Key Territory of  Limitless Possibilities
 
We rejoice that You are the God of Limitless Possibilities. All things are possible with You. Father, You are in charge. Jesus is undefeated and the Holy Spirit always leads us in triumph. 

We declare and release into this territory:
Your expansive vision to see everything as possible because You have overcome the world. An atmosphere of celebration, rejoicing, thanksgiving and joy that strengthens.

 A spirit of wisdom and revelation of the Prince of Peace, with whom we live in rest.

We lock up:
Cynical, skeptical and problem-focused lenses-and with the keys of majesty, we unlock a clear perception of how big God really is and what He is doing instead.

The reduction of dreams to manageable proportions-and with the keys of Permission Granted, we unlock dreams and destinies as big as God has imagined them to be.

Instead of chaos and panic in adversity, we release peace and rest to perceive opportunities.
Instead of looking for rescue, raise up warriors who look for majesty.

We ask in the name of Jesus, that all people would encounter and come to know these truths. That the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened; re-forming their perceptions, mindsets, language and actions to align with the mind of Christ and the heart of the Father.
And empowered by the Holy Spirit, to revolutionize their families, communities and regions with how good You really are and how beloved we are each created to be.

That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers.

 August 24, 2018 
The Warrior Update is a monthly look at current information, prayer assignments and upcoming opportunities in TWC.   
Training Calls:

We have many opportunities to connect with fellow-TWC-ers and coaches in TWC.

As a virtual, global community, we have the opportunity, [through technology and on-site trainings] of building lasting connections and unifying across a vast landscape.  Our infrastructure is unique and is set up to offer freedom to train, coach, develop and explore.  At the same time, we travel shoulder to shoulder in the Spirit taking territory for the expansion of the Kingdom of God.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

Conference Call Calendar
 
You can sign-up for these Training Calls on our Facebook page under: EVENTS.
Decisions that 
Define Us...
 
We have an interior space that belongs to the Lord, we say YES! Together we have created Decisions that Define us:
 
Read more...
Our Kingdom Assignments...
 
As brand-new members join TWC they consider what their Kingdom Assignments are, and how to align themselves with what the Lord is training them for. (the bigger picture).
 
Let's take some time and revisit what our calling is, who are the people group that you are called to in your community?
 
What are you training towards?
  
#greatness  The Warrior Class is...

A safe place of learning and growing
 
up together, the joy and delight of being much loved children and maturing into sons and daughter of our Most High God. 

Linda Smallones - TWC Coach

A gift box filed with many presents and treasures collected,
 
sorted, and stored with care and dedication over many years to empower and accelerate maturity for its members. I thank God for TWC! 

Adriana Sinc
TWC Member

A journey into learning the heart of God fo
 
r me and learning how to translate that through my walk in this life!

Diane Kendrick
TWC Member
TWC BLOGS
If you are interested in contributing to our blogs click here. 



 
Aligning with our Identity
By Stacy Beebe

I have always been a very quiet, somewhat socially awkward person. In fact, I have often felt this symbiotic relationship with turtles...spending most of my time with my head and arms hiding within a shell, only to occasionally pop my neck out. I have also always known, however, that this is the area of my greatest redemption; often hearing God call me His lioness while wearing that beautiful, mischievous grin of His.

Read More 
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